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ABSTRACT
Network-on-Chip (NoC) architectures employing packet-based com-
munication are being increasingly adopted in System-on-Chip (SoC)
designs. In addition to providing high performance, the fault-tolerance
and reliability of these networks is becoming a critical issue due to
several artifacts of deep sub-micron technologies. Consequently,
it is important for a designer to have access to fast methods for
evaluating the performance, reliability, and energy-efficiency of an
on-chip network. Towards this end, first, we propose a novel path-
sensitive router architecture for low-latency applications. Next, we
present a queuing-theory-based model for evaluating the perfor-
mance and energy behavior of on-chip networks. Then the model
is used to demonstrate the effectiveness of our proposed router.
The performance (average latency) and energy consumption results
from the analytical model are validated with those obtainedfrom
a cycle-accurate simulator. Finally, we explore error detection and
correction mechanisms that provide different energy-reliability- per-
formance tradeoffs and extend our model to evaluate the on-chip
network in the presence of these error protection schemes. Our re-
liability exploration culminates with the introduction ofan array
of transient fault protection techniques, both architectural and al-
gorithmic, to tackle reliability issues within the router’s individual
hardware components. We propose a complete solution safeguard-
ing against both the traditional link faults and internal router upsets,
without incurring any significant latency, area and power overhead.

Categories and Subject Descriptors:B.4[I/O and Data Commu-
nications] Interconnections(Subsystems):B.8[Performance and Re-
liability] Performance Analysis and Design Aids
General Terms: Design, Performance.
Keywords: Networks-On-Chip, Adaptive Routing, Reliability.

1. INTRODUCTION
On-chip interconnects, also known as network-on-chip (NoC) ar-

chitectures, are expected to play a crucial role in designing com-
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plex system-on-chip (SoC) architectures because of the increasing
wiring delay with reduced feature size in deep sub-micron technol-
ogy [5, 8, 9, 15]. Unlike the traditional off-chip interconnects, NoC
architectures pose complex design challenges to meet the perfor-
mance, reliability and power constraints. This is primarily because
of the area and power constraints in exploring the design space.
Furthermore, the vulnerability of the NoCs to several typesof error
such as crosstalk, electromagnetic interference (EMI), and radia-
tion induced soft errors [5, 26] makes reliable communication even
more difficult. Many commercially available SoCs currentlyuse a
shared bus architecture for connecting the functional units [14, 31].
Since a shared bus architecture is not suitable from the scalability
standpoint, recent NoC designs have proposed using switch-based
networks such as 2-D mesh, and torus [1, 4, 5, 9, 13, 16, 22, 23,
34, 35]. However, NoC design is believed to be in its infancy since
there are no conclusive answers to many design issues.

While researchers have examined the area-constraint design al-
ternatives [17, 25], energy models [28] or fault-toleranceissues [3,
6, 11, 21, 24, 29] individually, a systematic design methodology
encompassing the interplay of performance, fault-tolerance and en-
ergy constraints is yet to evolve. Such a design methodologyis
impeded in part due to the lack of efficient techniques to quickly ex-
plore alternatives from a large design space. Towards this end, we
present a queuing-theory-based tool quantifying the performance
and energy behavior of on-chip networks. While most prior on-
chip interconnect analyses are based on time consuming simulation
models, in order to provide fast performance estimates during the
design cycle, we have developed a queuing-theory-based model for
quantifying the performance and energy behavior of on-chipnet-
works.

Although wormhole switched, traditional off-chip networks have
been analyzed extensively in the literature [27, 19], analytical mod-
els for NoCs considering detailed architectural artifactsare almost
nonexistent. To our knowledge, the first analytic techniques [12]
appeared recently. Our model is different from [12] in that we
compute the average delay due to path contention, virtual channel
and crossbar switch arbitration using a queuing theory approach,
which we believe, can capture the blocking phenomena of worm-
hole switching quite accurately. We first present the model for per-
formance analysis for a generic wormhole switched router. The
model is then used to estimate the power consumption by estimat-
ing the utilization of the router components and multiplying them
with component level power profiles, obtained from actual circuit-
level synthesis. Comparison with simulation results indicate that
the proposed analytical model is quite accurate and can be used
as an efficient design tool. An extension of the proposed analyti-
cal model is also shown to demonstrate the utility of the model for
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Figure 1: On-chip Router Architecture

fault-tolerance study.
We also demonstrate the applicability of the proposed modelto

evaluate our novel low latency on-chip router (originally proposed
in our prior work [20] and augmented with fault resilience mecha-
nisms in this work). Our two-stage router architecture, calledpath-
sensitive router, utilizes look-ahead routing in selecting the next
route. The router is called path-sensitive because based onthe des-
tination address, it selects one of the four possible quadrants (NE,
NW, SE, and SW) and routes the packet to the corresponding VCs,
assigned for that quadrant. Thus, unlike the prior router designs,
the VCs are partitioned into four groups to facilitate efficient packet
routing. Furthermore, based on this partitioned VCs, we usea de-
composed crossbar that needs only half the size (connects) of a full
crossbar, thereby reducing packet conflict probability in the cross-
bar. The router can support both deterministic and adaptiverouting.
In addition to the reliability augmentation, our router model in this
work improves on our prior work [20] through additional perfor-
mance analysis and the synthesis of the router using a 90nm TSMC
cell library. The synthesis results are used to analyze its feasibil-
ity for on-chip interconnects and extract the timing parameters for
different components for performance analysis. Evaluation of our
architecture in a 2-D mesh using various traffic patterns shows that
it can provide better performance (lower latency) and energy con-
servation compared to a traditional 2-stage lookahead router. Our
transient fault resilience enhancement covers both link errors and
logic (component) errors in a router. For the link errors, weana-
lyze five possible retransmission mechanisms, and argue that a sep-
arate header error checking based retransmission is a better choice
than the conventional End-to-End (E2E) and Hop-by-Hop (HBH)
techniques because packet misrouting can be alleviated by iden-
tifying header bit errors. Then, we propose several architectural
and algorithmic safeguards to our two-stage router architecture to
protect against six types of intra-router soft faults without induc-
ing prohibitive area, power and latency overheads. To the best of
our knowledge, this is the first attempt to account for and protect
against internal router soft faults in on-chip net works. The effec-
tiveness of these measures is illustrated through a series of cycle-
accurate simulations.

The paper is organized as follows. The path sensitive routerar-
chitecture is described in Section 2. Section 3 presents ouranalyt-
ical model for latency and power consumption analysis. Section 4
describes the reliability issues resulting from link errors and tran-
sient faults within the router components and proposes several pro-
tection methods. The conclusions of this study are drawn in the last
section.

2. ROUTER DESIGN
Typically, wormhole routing with virtual channel flow control

is used for providing high performance, with minimum bufferre-
quirement in a pipelined router. A general structure of a two-stage
virtual channel router with its major components is depicted in Fig-
ure 1(a). Such routers haveN+1 input/output ports, including the
connection with the local Processing Element (PE), and support V
Virtual Channels (VC) at each input port. The Virtual Channel Al-
locator (VA) determines the VC assignment on a packet-by-packet
basis, while the Switch Allocator (SA) advances on a flit-by-flit ba-
sis. Link contention at the VA and switch contention at the SAcan
account for a significant part of the overall packet latency.Thus,
the contention arbitration policy directly affects the switch perfor-
mance.

The proposed path-sensitive router employs look-ahead routing
and speculative allocation [10]. Using traffic informationfrom
neighboring routers and the current switch state, the router pre-
selects a direction for the next hop. This task is handled by anovel
pre-selection unit within the first pipeline stage of the router, which
works one cycle ahead of the flit arrival. Furthermore, look-ahead
information allows a flit destined for the local PE to be ejected af-
ter the DEMUX instead of traversing the whole router logic. This
early ejection saves two cycles at the destination node by avoiding
the switch allocation and switch traversal stages.

The detailed design of the path-sensitive router is shown inFig-
ure 1(b). Path sensitivity ensures that a flit will traverse the NE
quadrant only if it is coming from the west, south or the PE it-
self. Similarly, it will traverse the NW quadrant if the entry point is
from the south, east or the local PE. Thus, based on this grouping,
we have 3VCs per PC. It is possible to provide more VCs per group
if there is adequate on-chip buffer.

This router is also novel in its use of a4 × 4 decomposed cross-
bar with half the connections of a full crossbar. This architecture is
facilitated by the use of topology-tailored routing. Usually a 5 × 5
crossbar is used for 2-D networks with one of the ports assigned
to the local PE. In our architecture, a flit destined for the local PE
does not traverse the crossbar, as explained before. This provides a
significant advantage for nearest-neighbor traffic, and cantake ad-
vantage of NoC mapping which places frequently communicating
PEs close to each other [18]. Furthermore, because of the smaller
number of connections in the decomposed crossbar, the output con-
tention probability is reduced. Moreover, the decomposed crossbar
offers two advantages for on-chip design. It occupies less area and
it consumes less energy compared to a full crossbar.

A cycle-accurate simulator was used to analyze the performance
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under each aforementioned error model. For the simulation,we
used an8 × 8 MESH topology. The source and destination nodes
were randomly chosen and each message consisted of 4 flits, each
128 bits long. 100,000 messages were injected, 20,000 of which
were warm-up messages. For comparison purposes, we tested our
proposed router scheme with both minimal adaptive and determin-
istic routing algorithms with a variety of traffic patterns.Our archi-
tecture clearly outperforms the generic one with both uniform and
non-uniform traffic, as shown in Figure 2.

2.1 Hardware Implementation
The router architecture was implemented in structural Register-

Transfer Level (RTL) Verilog and then synthesized in Synopsys
Design Compiler using TSMC 90 nm cell library. The resulting
design operates at supply voltage of 1 V and a clock speed of 200
MHz. Both dynamic and leakage power estimates were extracted
from the synthesized router implementation, using a 50% switch-
ing activity. These power numbers were then imported into our
cycle-accurate network simulator and used to accurately portray
the power profile of the entire on-chip network. While some re-
searchers have modeled power consumption based solely on hop
traversals per flit/packet [24], we also account for individual router
component utilizations to precisely estimate the dynamic and leak-
age envelope of each router throughout the simulation. Thisallows
for a more realistic estimation when handling different flittypes.
For example, a header flit requires processing by the routing, pre-
selection, and virtual channel allocation units in the router, while a
data or tail flit do not. This attribute affects the differentcomponent
utilizations during the simulation, and, hence, the power consump-
tion, and is accurately reflected in our power estimation model.
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Figure 2: Performance Comparison

3. PERFORMANCE ANALYSIS OF NOC IN-
TERCONNECTS

In this section, we present an analytical model for computing
the average latency in a 2-D mesh network. The average network
latency consists of two parts. The first part is the actual message
transfer time. The second part is due to blocking time, whichis
mostly caused by the conflicts at the VA, contention at the SA and
limited buffer size. The actual transmission time with aP -stage
pipelined router is(P−1+M) cycles for anM -flit packet. In order
to compute the second part of the network latency, let us defineBj

as the average blocking length (in number of flits) seen by each
incoming flit at the input and arbitration stages of a routerj. Bj

captures flit blocking in a pipelined virtual-channel router. Then,
the effective length of the packet becomes(M + Bj) flits. Let Wj

be the average waiting time in the router queue for the flit. Thus,
the network latency for a single router (Tj ) is

Tj = (M + Bj)Wj + P − 1. (1)
LetTlink be the delay through the link connecting adjacent routers.
We compute the the latency (T ) for an M -flit packet to traverse

through aP -stage pipelined router for a givenpath as

T =
X

j∈path

((BjWj + P ) + Tlink j)+((Bdest+M)Wdest+P−1).

(2)
The first term in Equation 2 represents the time spent at intermedi-
ate hops, and the second term denotes the time at the ejectionnode.
Note that this does not include the queuing delay outside therouter.
For simplicity, using the average blocking length (B), the average
waiting time (W ) and the average distance (H hops) on a given
path, and assumingTlink is single cycle, the total latency can be
approximated to

T ≈ (BW + P + 1)H + ((Bdest + M)Wdest + P − 1). (3)

Now we will derive the blocking length (B andBdest) and waiting
time (W andWdest) in terms of the contention probability (Pcon)
and the buffer-full probability (Pblock), so that we can determine
the total latency.

3.1 Contention Probability
The router model assumes an(N + 1) × (N + 1) router with

V virtual channels and a deterministic routing algorithm. Our net-
work model is characterized on a flit basis, which is appropriate
for virtual channel router architectures. We assume that flit arrivals
at theN inputs from neighbors and at the local input from the PE
are governed by independent and identical Poisson processes. Let
the probability of a flit arriving at an input virtual queue per cycle
bePc. Note that it is the normalized arrival rate [2]. Let the flit
injection probability into each virtual channel queue in any given
cycle from a PE bePpe. The flits are assumed to travelH hops on
the average. Let the incoming flits have equal probability1/N of
being addressed to any given output. Thus, we can compute thePc

from Ppe as follows:

Pc =
PpeH

N
(4)

The total contention probability (Pcon) consists of the VA conflict
probability (Pcon va) and the SA contention probability (Pcon sa).
They are independent of each other in a speculative virtual channel
router, and thusPcon is given by

Pcon = 1 − (1 − Pcon va)(1 − Pcon sa). (5)

First, we analyze the VA conflict (Pcon va), which has two parts,
Pready busy andPcon idle. The first part is the probability (Pready busy)
that the candidate output VCs are already used by other packets.
Pready busy is the probability there is at least one header flit des-
tined to a free output VC, multiplied by the effective packetlength,
since the VC will be reserved for the entire packet transmission.
Thus,Pready busy in a given cycle is given by

Pready busy = P ′
h(M + B)W. (6)

We derivePready busy andPcon idle as a function of the probability
of a header flit arriving in an arbitrary time slot (Ph), which is cal-
culated asPc/M . Whenk header flits are destined to a particular
output VC, one of thek header flits is granted an output VC, while
the restk − 1 headers are blocked at the respective input queues.
Thesek−1 blocked headers can be regarded as independent header
flit arrivals, and thus the average probability of an incoming header
flit at each VC queue can be approximated toP ′

h as follows:

P ′
h = Ph(1 + Pcon va + P 2

con va + ...) =
Ph

1 − Pcon va
. (7)

Next, we computePcon idle. In the steady state, (1 − Pready busy)
represents the probability that a particular output VC is idle and
available. The probability that a header flit at the head of a queue

can be routed to a particular VC is
P ′

h(1−Pready busy)

NV
. Thus, we
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can compute the probability,P ′
h(j) such thatj headers out ofNV

buffer are addressed to a free output VC, as

P ′
h(j) =

„

NV
j

« „

P ′
h(1 − Pready busy)

NV

«j

·

„

1 −
P ′

h(1 − Pready busy)

NV

«NV −j

. (8)

The contention probability below (Pcon idle) can be calculated us-
ing Equation 8. The first term in Equation 9 represents the prob-
ability that more than two headers (j >= 2) request a particular
output when there is no header from the local PE toward that out-
put VC. In this case, the probability that a header fails to begranted
a VC is(j − 1)/j, since (j − 1) headers amongj headers should
wait for the next arbitration. The second term denotes the probabil-
ity that a header from the local PE is addressed to the same output
VC. We consider the incoming effective header probability (P ′

peh)

at the injection link from the PE asPpe/M

1−Pcon va
. Thus, the contention

probability,Pcon idle can be estimated as

Pcon idle =
NV
X

j=2

j − 1

j

n

P ′
h(j)

„

1 −
P ′

peh(1 − Pready busy)

NV

«

+P ′
h(j − 1)

„

P ′
peh(1 − Pready busy)

NV

«

o

. (9)

Thus, we havePcon va as a combination ofPready busy andPcon idle,
which are recursively correlated. In the steady state, the VA conflict
probability can be evaluated as

Pcon va = Pready busy + Pcon idle. (10)

Another contention exists at the SA module. The contention prob-
ability, Pcon sa consists of two parts. One is the input port con-
tention probability (Pcon sa in), and the other is the output port
contention probability (Pcon sa out). We can compute the SA con-
tention probability as follows:

Pcon sa = 1 − (1 − Pcon sa in)(1 − Pcon sa out). (11)

Pcon sa in results from the sharing of an input port byV virtual
channels at aV input arbitration, which is given by

Pcon sa in =
V

X

i=2

i − 1

i

„

V
i

«

P ′i
c (1 − P ′

c)
V −i. (12)

The output port contention probability is analyzed similartoPcon idle,
but it is different in that the allocation process is made on every flit
including the data flits. While the switch is held throughoutthe
entire duration of a packet in a conventional wormhole router, indi-
vidual flits arbitrate for access to the crossbar on a cycle-by-cycle
basis. In order to compute the output port contention probability,
Pcon sa out, let us define the incoming flit probability at the input of
a physical channel,Pp, as(1 − (1 − P ′

c)
V ), whereP ′

c = Pc

1−Pcon
.

The effective physical channel utilization,P ′
p, is also recursively

computed asP ′
p = Pp/(1 − Pcon sa). Similar to Equation 8, the

probability thatk flits compete for a particular output port, assum-
ing that each flit has an equal probability1/N of being destined to
any output, is

P ′
p(k) =

„

N
k

« „

P ′
p

N

«k „

1 −
P ′

p

N

«N−k

. (13)

Similar to Equation 9, the first term in Equation 14 indicatesthe
probability that more than 2 flits (k >= 2) are destined to a par-
ticular output with no flit coming from the local PE. The second
part takes into account the probability of an arriving flit from the
local PE,P ′

pe. The k − 1/k term indicates that only one of the
competing flits is granted the output port, while the rest have to be

included in the contention probability calculation. Thus,the output
port contention probability is

Pcon sa out =
N

X

k=2

k − 1

k

n

P ′
p(k)

„

1 −
P ′

pe

N

«

+ P ′
p(k − 1)

P ′
pe

N

o

.

(14)

By integrating the virtual channel conflict probability (Pcon va)
and the switch allocation contention probability (Pcon sa), we can
determine the total contention probability,Pcon as a function ofPc.

3.2 Modeling the Finite Size Buffer in NoCs
We should also consider the probability that a buffer becomes

full. The buffer unavailability probability (Pblock) can be estimated
from the average queuing length (B) and the traffic intensity (ρ),
which are estimated by using a discrete-time state transition dia-
gram as shown in Figure 3. From Figure 3, we can also obtain the

0 1 2 D

(1−(1−Pcon)(1−Pblock)) (1−(1−Pcon)(1−Pblock)) (1−(1−Pcon)(1−Pblock))

PcPcPc(1−Pcon)(1−Pblock)(1−     ) (1−Pcon)(1−Pblock)(1−     ) (1−Pcon)(1−Pblock)(1−     )

Pc Pc Pc

Figure 3: State Transition Diagram for a Finite Buffer

probabilityPhold(r) thatr flits are waiting in a queue as

Phold(r) = (1 − ρ)ρr+1, (15)

where the traffic intensityρ can be simplified as

ρ =
(1 − (1 − Pcon)(1 − Pblock))Pc

(1 − Pcon)(1 − Pblock)(1 − Pc)
. (16)

As shown in Figure 3,Phold(r) is related toPblock and is recur-
sively obtained by computingPblock. For aD-flit buffer depth,

Pblock = Phold(r >= D) (17)

We now obtain the average number of flits in the queue,B, as

B =
D

X

r=1

rPhold(r). (18)

The average waiting time can be estimated from the steady-state
traffic intensity,ρ, under uniform traffic density as follows:

W =
1

(1 − Pcon)(1 − Pblock)(1 − Pc)

ρ

1 − ρ
. (19)

In order to estimate the blocking length (Bdest) and the waiting
time (Wdest) per flit at the input of the destination node, we can
consider only the contention probability without considering the
buffer full probability at the next node. Thus, Equations 16, 15,
18 and 19 can be changed to

ρdest = PconPc

(1−Pcon)(1−Pc)
Phold dest(r) = (1 − ρdest)ρ

r+1
dest

Bdest =
PD

r=1 rPhold dest(r) Wdest = 1
(1−Pcon)(1−Pc)

ρdest

1−ρdest

Now, we have all the parameters to estimate the average latency
using Equation 3.

3.3 Modeling of the Path-Sensitive Router
We now extend the model to analyze our path-sensitive router.

In a generic architecture, flits arriving with the probabilities Pc1

throughPc5 are enqueued at the respective input ports as shown
in Figure 4(a), whereas in the path-sensitive router, the inputs are
Pα, Pβ , Pγ andPδ (Figure 4(b)). Under the same traffic condition,
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the total incoming traffic per router (
P5

i=1 Pci) is larger than the
traffic (

Pδ
j=α Pj ) in the path-sensitive model by flit ejection (∼=

injection) probability (Ppe). The lower arrival probability due to
early ejection, influences both average contention probability and
blocking length in higher workload. On the other hand, in lower
workload, the average latency is dominated by the critical path in
the pipeline stage. The flits traverseH − 1 hops on an average in
a path-sensitive model compared to a generic architecture with H
hops. Thus,H in Equation 3 is replaced byH − 1, and Equation
3 is changed to

Tps ≈ (BpsWps+P+1)(H−1)+1+((Bps dest+M)Wps dest+P−1)
(20)

The average blocking length (Bps) and waiting time (Wps) per flit
are modified from the genericB andW , because of the changes
in the VA contention probability (Pcon idle) and the SA output
port contention probability (Pcon sa out). The number of compet-
ing inputs for a particular output is reduced by half (N + 1) to
(⌊(N + 1)/2⌋), since our path-sensitive architecture sends incom-
ing flits to a path candidate queue via the DEMUX according to the
routing algorithm and direction vector ID as shown in Figure4(b).
Thus, we can rewrite the probability (P ′

h(j)) in Equation 8 thatj
headers are destined to an unused output VC as follows:

P ′
ps h(j) =

„

⌊(N + 1)/2⌋V
j

« „

P ′
h(1 − Pready busy)

(N − 1)V

«j

„

1 −
P ′

h(1 − Pready busy)

(N − 1)V

«(⌊(N+1)/2⌋V −j)

(21)
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There is no separate injection input port to access the crossbar,
and injected flits are evenly spread out across other input ports.
Note that the amount of ejection is the same as that of injection on
average. Thus, we can remove the effect of the incoming flits at
the injection link from the PE in Equation 9. Thus,Pps con idle is
given by

Pps con idle =

⌊(N+1)/2⌋V
X

j=2

j − 1

j

n

P ′
ps h(j)

o

. (22)

Similarly, Equations 13 and 14 are modified as follows, for the
path-sensitive router.

P ′
ps p(k) =

„

⌊(N + 1)/2⌋
k

« „

P ′
p

(N − 1)

«k

„

1 −
P ′

p

(N − 1)

«(⌊(N+1)/2⌋−k)

. (23)

Pps con sa out =

⌊(N+1)/2⌋
X

k=2

„

k − 1

k

«

P ′
ps p(k). (24)

The number of competing input queues for a particular outputis
reduced to⌊(N + 1)/2⌋, while the flit contention probability in
each input queue for a particular output slightly increasesby N

N−1
in the example of Figure 4(b). Thus, we have an overall lower con-
tention probability, which results in lower average queuing length
(Bps) and waiting time (Wps). Figure 5 shows that the path-
sensitive router outperforms the generic virtual channel one. The

result depicts the comparison between our analytical modeland a
cycle-accurate simulator in terms of average packet latency for a
deterministic routing algorithm. As we described in section 3.2,
the model is based on an 8x8 mesh network with 4-flit packets,
3VCs/Physical Channel and a 4-flit buffer depth. It is clear that the
simulation and analytical values are in close agreement validating
the correctness and accuracy of our mathematical model.
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Figure 5: Performance Comparison in Analytical Model and
Simulation

3.4 Power Model
We now extend our analytical model to include power calcula-

tions at the resolution of individual router components. For this,
we will use the buffering delay and contention probability parame-
ters from sections 3.1 and 3.2. The power dissipated in an NoCcan
be decomposed as follows:

PR =
X

r∈PE

(Pr buf + Pr arbiter + Pr crossbar + Pr link) ,

(25)
wherePr buf is the average buffer power consumption including
both dynamic and static power,Pr arbiter is the average power con-
sumption in the routing computation, VA and SA modules,Pr crossbar

is the average crossbar traversal power consumption, andPr link is
the average link power consumption between neighboring routers.
Pr buf can be estimated using the average flit arrival probability
(Pc) in Equation 4 at each VC and average queue length (B) in
Equation 18 as

Pr buf = (Pc(Pwrt flit+Prd flit)+BPleak flit)(N+1)V, (26)

wherePwrt flit, Prd flit andPleak flit are the power consump-
tions for the read and write operations per flit, and the leakage
power dissipation per flit. These power numbers are obtainedfrom
the synthesized design, as explained in section 2.2. To estimate
the crossbar and link power consumption, we use the flit arrival
probability (Pp) at a single physical link, which is computed as
(1 − (1 − P ′

c)
V ) in section 3.1.Pcrossbar flit is the power dissi-

pation of a flit traversal through each output port, andPlink flit is
flit power consumption per link. In a 2D mesh, the router at each
edge hasN −1 links and the four routers at the corners haveN −2
links. Otherwise, they have maximumN connections per router.
Similarly, the number of crossbar output ports varies fromN − 1
to N + 1 including the ejection channel. Thus,Pr crossbar and
Pr link are given by

Pr crossbar = PpPcrossbar flitMax(N + 1, N, N − 1), and
(27)

Pr link = PpPlink flitMax(N,N − 1, N − 2). (28)
For computingPr arbiter, Equation 29, we consider the probabil-
ity of three separate activities and the power consumption for each
activity. The first term is the probability that there is at least one
header flit arrival (P ′

h) to one of the (N+1)V virtual channels and
the corresponding power consumptionPr arb va. The second term
represents the probability, that there is at least one data flit that
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needs SA operation (P ′
p) and the corresponding power consump-

tion, Pr arb sa. The last term is, the probability of a header arrival
(Ph) to one of the VCs and the corresponding power consumption
(Pr rt hflit). Thus,

Pr arbiter = (1 − (1 − P ′
h)(N+1)V )Pr arb va

+(1 − (1 − P ′
p)

(N+1))Pr arb sa

+PhPr rt hflit(N + 1)V. (29)

The three elements (P ′
h, P ′

p andPh) are combined to compute the
total power consumption. The three power consumption param-
eters (Pr arb va, Pr arb sa, andPr rt hflit) are obtained from the
synthesized design. The leakage power is assumed to be negligible
in logic and link propagation. Figure 6 compares results from the
analytical model and a cycle-accurate simulation. The simulation
environment is the same as in section 3.3. The results from the
proposed analytical model match closely the experimental ones.
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Figure 6: Total Power Consumption in Analytical Model and
Simulation (8x8 Mesh)

4. COMMUNICATION RELIABILITY
The possible soft faults that could afflict a network architecture

can be grouped in two main categories: link errors that occurdur-
ing the traversal of flits from router to router, and router errors
that occur within the router hardware components. Link errors
are caused mainly by channel disturbances such as cross-talk, cou-
pling noise and transient faults [32]. They have so far been con-
sidered the dominant source of network infrastructure errors and
error detecting and correcting codes are being used extensively in
on-chip communication links as a form of protection againstlink
errors [33, 36]. Our proposed architecture employs both error de-
tecting (in the form of Cyclic Redundancy Check [CRC]) and error
correcting (in the form of Single-Error-Correction-Double-Error-
Detection [SECDED]) codes to combat this problem.

Existing models [7, 36], however, fail to capture the effects of
transient errors (e.g. soft errors) occurring within a router. Tran-
sient faults are rapidly becoming a force to be reckoned within
the deep sub-micron era. In fact, the susceptibility of circuits to
such errors increases exponentially with technology scaling [30].
It is imperative that modern designs effectively account for these
events. Soft errors within the router would escape the errorde-
tecting/correcting blanket because they do not actually corrupt the
data, but, instead, cause erroneous behavior in the functionality of
the routing process. Our proposed router architecture and routing
algorithm work in concert to protect against a multitude of such
faults. To the best of our knowledge, this is the first attemptto
account for and protect against router soft faults by utilizing both
architectural and algorithmic traits.

4.1 Link Errors
To handle link errors, we simulated 5 different retransmission/error

correction schemes as shown in Table 1. Three of them, End-
to-End (E2E), Hop-by-Hop (HBH), and Forward Error Correction

(FEC), are widely used techniques in traditional networks,while
Header E2E (HE2E) and Header FEC (HFEC) are extensions of
E2E and FEC schemes, respectively, adopting hop-by-hop head-
flit error checking. In these two schemes, each intermediaterouter
checks the header flits for possible errors and if an error is detected,
the correct head flit is retransmitted from the previous node. These
schemes are different from HBH in that the head error-checking
logic checks only part of the head flit, not the whole flit, and,thus,
we can use smaller and faster error-checking logic. The portion of
the head flit that needs to be checked is the one which containsthe
source and destination addresses, thus ensuring that a packet is not
misdirected to a wrong destination. Delivery to a wrong destination
is a problem that both E2E and FEC schemes suffer from when the
destination address is corrupted. In Table 1, we summarize the
modules used for each scheme, how much data should be retrans-
mitted when an error is detected, and the overhead in terms ofboth
area and latency. Error checking and correction are assumednot to
be in the critical path, causing no latency overhead. This isbecause
error detection/correction can be performed in parallel with other
router or Network Interface Controller (NIC) operations.

The CRC and SECDED units were implemented in 90nm tech-
nology as separate modules, analyzed in terms of dynamic and
leakage power consumption and the numbers imported into our
simulator. Depending on the retransmission scheme employed (i.e.
End-To-End or Hop-By-Hop) the router architecture changesac-
cordingly. The overhead of the retransmission control logic and
buffer size and implementation are markedly different. In the ETE
schemes, the number of flit buffers required is much larger than the
HBH, because a router must keep a copy of each flit transmittedfor
as long as it takes to receive a possible NACK (Negative Acknowl-
edgement) from the receiver which could be far away. The buffers,
however, can be disabled when not in use to save leakage power.
In the HBH schemes, the number of flit buffers required is much
smaller, but the buffer is cyclic since the number of cycles between
acknowledgements from neighboring routers is known precisely.
This implies that the buffers cannot be disabled, since theyrotate
contents every clock cycle. These architectural differences are vi-
tal in correctly estimating power consumption in various retrans-
mission schemes. Our hierarchical hardware implementation and
analysis of all these components individually allows our model to
account for these subtleties, thus substantially improving our pro-
jected results.

Table 1: Retransmission Schemes

We also tracked buffer utilization under these schemes to iden-
tify the trends in buffer usage. The average buffer utilization at a
fixed flit arrival probability of 0.35 was measured. In FEC, HFEC
and HBH, only about 10% of a single-flit buffer is utilized on an
average, as shown in Figure 7(a). But in E2E and HE2E, buffer uti-
lization increases abruptly as the error probability increases, since
the retransmissions from the source to the destination inject addi-
tional messages into the network, hence increasing the overall net-
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work traffic. The HE2E scheme, being able to fix some of the head
flit errors using HBH head flit retransmission, shows less buffer
utilization than E2E at higher error probabilities.

(a) Average buffer utilization
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Figure 7: Buffer utilization & Performance Analysis under E r-
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4.1.1 Modeling End-to-End Retransmission
Our proposed mathematical model can capture any reliability-

related parameters to account for both latency and power overhead
imposed by any of the five link error control schemes. We demon-
strate the utility of our analytical model by analyzing the behavior
of an end-to-end (E2E) error detection and retransmission scheme,
as an example.

The end-to-end retransmission technique significantly alters the
traffic load parameter in our analytical model. Retransmitted pack-
ets from error detection at the destination node increase the ef-
fective traffic load, which increases contention and reduces buffer
availability. These changes can be reflected mathematically. As
discussed in section 3.1, the zero-error latency (T ) (Equation 3) is
estimated as a function of the flit arrival probability (Pc). Assum-
ing a switch-to-switch error probability,Perror, we can determine
the end-to-end reliability latency as follows:

Tete(Pc) = T (P ′′
c ) + Tret(P

′′
c )(1 − (1 − Perror)

H), (30)

whereH is the average number of hops between a source and a
destination, andP ′′

c (the modified traffic load) is given by

P ′′
c =

Pc

(1 − (1 − Perror)H)
. (31)

Tret includes the round-trip time of message retransmission andthe
re-send request control signal (NACK) delay, where theNACK
signal is assumed to be error free for simplicity. Thus, the total
latency is given as

Tret(P
′′
c ) = Tete(Pc) + TNACK(P ′′

c ). (32)

The control signal delay (TNACK ) is the network latency for
one single flit transmission. Using Equation( 3) in Section 3, we
can compute (TNACK ) as

TNACK(P ′′
c ) ≈ (B(P ′′

c )W (P ′′
c ) + P + 1)H

+Bdest(P
′′
c )Wdest(P

′′
c ) + P − 1. (33)

End-to-end error detection and retransmission schemes inflict a
significant performance penalty to the network operation under bursty
error conditions and high error probabilities. Figure 7(b)compares
the results of our analytical model to those of a cycle-accurate sim-
ulator. Clearly, results from our mathematical model closely match
the experimental results.

4.2 Router Logic Errors
Our router implementation (shown in Figure 1(b)) consists of six

major components, each susceptible to transient faults: the routing

unit, the VA, the SA, the crossbar, the retransmission buffers (in-
cluded in the CRC and SECDED units) and the valid/ready hand-
shaking signals (used between neighboring routers). Following is
a detailed description of possible faults and proposed solutions for
all major router components. Additionally, the latency andpower
overhead of our proposed solutions/safeguards are also listed. All
the results are summarized in Table 2.
Case 1 - Routing Unit Protection:A transient fault in the routing
unit logic could cause a flit to be misdirected. This will not cause
any data corruption, since the subsequent virtual channel allocation
and switch arbitration would be performed based on the misdirec-
tion. The erroneous direction, however, may be blocked, either be-
cause of a link outage, or a network edge in various topologies (see
Figure 8(a)). The proposed solution to such errors depends on the
routing algorithm: in current-node routing schemes (i.e. the rout-
ing decision for the current router is taken at the current router), the
misdirection will be caught by the switch arbiter which can inform
the routing unit to repeat the routing procedure. This will incur a
two-cycle delay. In look-ahead routing (i.e. the routing decision for
the current router was taken at the previous router), the error will
also be caught by the switch arbiter and reported to the previous
router through a NACK, thus incurring a 3 cycle delay.

Misdirection to a functional path, however, will not be caught
by the switch arbiter. It could potentially cause deadlock in deter-
ministic routing algorithms. In such algorithms, however,the error
can be detected in the router that receives the misdirected flit. A
NACK to the sending router would then fix the problem within 3
clock cycles (NACK + re-routing + retransmission). In adaptive
routing schemes the error cannot be detected. However, in such
schemes a misdirection fault is not fatal; it would merely delay the
flit traversal.

Figure 8(a) illustrates an example effect of a soft error in the
routing unit. As explained above, such an error could directa flit
to a blocked path. For example, a router at the top edge of a mesh
topology has a blocked output link to the north. A transient fault in
the routing unit could direct a flit coming from the local processing
element (or any input link) to be placed in the blocked path tothe
north. This error will be caught by the switch arbiter which knows
that the path is blocked.

Case 2 - Virtual Channel Allocator (VA) Protection: A soft error
in the VA unit could lead to an invalid virtual channel flit assign-
ment. A bit flip in the virtual channel ID could give rise to either a
non-existent virtual channel or a different existing one. This chan-
nel could be reserved or full. In the former case, two different mes-
sages would be mixed, and in the latter case an existing flit would
be overwritten. Both problems would lead to flit/packet loss. If
the erroneous virtual channel is unreserved and empty, thenthe flit
will eventually be overwritten when a new, correct packet isas-
signed to that channel. The proposed solution involves the use of a
Hamming code within the virtual channel ID to correct all single-
bit errors. The overhead for such a code is minimal because ofthe
small length of the virtual channel ID. In our proposed architecture,
there are 3 virtual channels per physical path set, thereby requiring
a 2-bit virtual channel ID. For a 2, 3, or 4-bit word, a single-error-
correcting Hamming code requires 3 check bits. A 3-bit overhead
is inconsequential compared to the protection and flexibility that
such a code offers; with those 3 check bits, the virtual channels per
physical path can be increased to any number up to 16 without any
impact on the virtual channel ID protection. The area and power
overhead is also minimal, since the code requires only one XOR
gate per check bit. There is no latency incurred since the Hamming
check is masked within stage 1 of the router operation (alongwith
routing and virtual channel and switch arbitrations).
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Table 2: Logic Errors

In the block diagram of our proposed architecture shown in Fig-
ure 8(b), the VA unit is combined with the switch arbiter; however,
their operations are distinct. Just like the routing process, the virtual
channel allocation is done entirely in stage 1 of the router operation.
Thus, a fault would immediately cause an erroneous result, i.e. an
invalid virtual channel assignment within a path set, as indicated by
the arrows (see Figure 8(b)).

Case 3 - Switch Arbiter (SA) Protection: A transient fault in
the switch arbiter could give rise to more complex errors than the
previous cases because the control signals span both stagesof the
router operation (see large arrows in Figure 8(c)). The control and
scheduling signals for the crossbar traversal are generated during
stage 1, but used in stage 2. Therefore, the switch arbiter instructs
the FIFO virtual channel buffers to shift one position in stage 1,
and the flits latched in the pipeline buffers are sent to the crossbar
in stage 2. Thus, a soft error in the SA could give rise to several
packet-loss problems:

(a) A soft error in the control signals might prevent the flitsfrom
traversing the crossbar in stage 2. This would cause the lossof
all the flits moved out of the FIFO buffers and into the pipeline
buffers in stage 1 of the arbitration. To avoid this fatal situation, the
retransmission buffer and an additional flag bit could be used for
recovery. The flits moved out of the FIFO buffers should be sent to
both the pipeline latches and the retransmission buffers (see Figure
8(d)). The retransmission buffers in our proposed architecture are
large enough to keep four consecutive flits sent out on each output
link. Additionally, whenever valid data is moved out of the FIFO
buffers and into the pipeline latches a ”Data Valid” bit is set. This
bit is subsequently ANDed with the control signal of the switch
arbiter in stage 2. If the control signal was erroneously reset to a
zero state, i.e. no crossbar traversal for any flit, then the mistake
will be caught. A signal is sent to the switch arbiter which can
retransmit the flits from the retransmission buffer. The additional
latency is two clock cycles (Error signal + retransmission).

(b) If a data flit is mistakenly sent to a direction different from
the header flit, it would cause flit/packet loss. We propose using a
very compact header in all data flits which would include a mes-
sage ID. Additionally, each router would have a simple message ID
checker unit. If the message ID check reveals that the incoming flit
ID is not in the router’s routing table, then a NACK is sent to the
sending router which would retransmit the flit to the correctrouter
from its retransmission buffer. The incurred overhead comes from
the message ID logic which is very simple and compact in area.
The header overhead in the data flits is also minimal since only the
message ID is stored. The additional latency is two clock cycles
(NACK + retransmission) on an error.

(c) The error could cause the arbiter to direct two flits to thesame
output. This will lead to a corrupt flit which will be detectedby the
error detection code in the next router. A NACK will be sent and the
correct flits retransmitted from the retransmission buffer. This error
recovery process will incur two cycles (NACK + retransmission)
latency overhead.

(d) The error could cause the arbiter to send a flit to multiple
outputs (multicasting). If the flit is a data flit, the error will be
taken care of by case 3(b) above at the next router. If, however, the
flit is a header flit then one needs to consider two possibilities:

(i) If there is no existing message in the erroneous path, then
the wrong header flit will be considered as the beginning of a new
packet at the next router. Thus, a virtual channel will mistakenly be
reserved. The way to tackle this is to utilize the existing routing ta-
ble entries. When a correct header comes in on the same path later
on, the router will detect that the path is already reserved through
its InputVC-OutputVC pair in its routing table. It can, therefore, re-
quest a retransmission of the last header flit. If it receivesthe same
flit again, it will realize that the channel was erroneously reserved
and release the path to the correct header flit. (ii) If a correct header
flit has already used the current path, then the next router will re-
quest a retransmit, as in case 3(d)(i) above. The previous router
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Figure 8: Routing Unit, VA and SA Errors

will not resend the wrong header flit to the same router again,so
the receiving router can discard the erroneous header flit from its
buffer without disrupting the correctly reserved path.

The incurred overhead in both cases is a single flit retransmis-
sion from the previous router, i.e. a two-cycle latency and minimal
power overhead.

Case 4 - Retransmission Buffer Protection:A soft error in the
retransmission buffer would yield an endless retransmission loop
since the original data itself is now corrupt. The way to avoid this
problem is to use duplicate retransmission buffers. This will dou-
ble the buffer area overhead and power. However, the number of
retransmission flit buffers in on-chip routers is very small(four per
output link in the case of our proposed two-stage router), sodou-
bling the area and power of this component will not be prohibitive.

Case 5 - Crossbar Protection:A transient fault within the crossbar
would produce single-bit upsets, not entire flits being misdirected
as in the switch arbiter case. Single-bit upsets are taken care of by
the error detection and correction unit employed within each router,
thus eliminating the problem.

Case 6 - Valid/Ready Handshaking Signal Protection:Every
router has several valid/ready handshaking signal lines with neigh-
boring routers to facilitate proper functionality and synchroniza-
tion. For example, each output link has a ”Data Valid” outputline
and a ”Data Ready” input line to/from the adjacent router. Transient
faults on these lines could severely hamper the operation ofthe net-
work. Therefore, Triple Module Redundancy is proposed by which
three lines and voting are used, instead of one, to ensure protection
against soft errors. There is an area and power overhead increase,
but the area occupied by these lines is negligible compared to the
area of the other router components.

4.3 Simulation Results
The experimental setup described in section 2 was used. Single-

bit errors were uniformly injected in the network, both as link errors
and as logic errors within the router architecture. The definition of
error probability is slightly different depending on the error model.
For link errors, it is defined as the probability of a flit errorduring
link traversal. For routing and switch arbitration logic errors, it is
defined as the probability that a flit is mishandled by the logic as a
result of single-event upset.

Figure 9(a) shows the overall latency of each scheme for a wide
range of error probabilities. In all schemes, except HE2E, the la-
tency overhead incurred on the overall latency as a result oferror
detection/correction was minimal, because all the schemestypi-
cally require only 1-3 cycles, as shown in Tables 1 and 2. How-
ever, in the HE2E scheme, if a message has errors in the flit por-
tion where error checking is not performed at intermediate routers,
then the whole packet should be retransmitted, and these additional
flits significantly increase the overall message injection rate of the
network, and increase the average message latency. The proposed

architectural improvements within the router components (i.e. rout-
ing logic (ROUTE) and switch arbiter logic (SW-ARB) curves)in-
flict no significant latency increase, as predicted. Figure 9(b) shows
the number of detected and corrected errors under each errorpro-
tection scheme. Without error detection/correction, the message
will either be corrupted or lost, and, thus, no errors will becor-
rected at all. By using these schemes, errors can be corrected either
through retransmission or error-correction. Since errorsin the rout-
ing logic only affect head flits, our routing logic protection scheme
has the least number of errors detected/corrected. Both switch ar-
biter errors and link errors can corrupt all flits. Since mostflits go
through the switch arbitration several times at each node asnet-
work congestion increases, while they only traverse the link once,
errors in the switch arbiter are more frequently detected/corrected
than link errors. This trend justifies the inclusion of our proposed
router-error safeguards in on-chip network architectures, since, as
mentioned before, soft error faults within the routers willcontinue
to increase exponentially as technology scales down. As shown in
Figure 9(b), as error probabilities increase, the number oferrors de-
tected and corrected by our switch arbiter reliability measures rises
abruptly. All those errors would otherwise escape and causesevere
packet/flit losses. Figure 9(c) shows the energy consumption per
packet. In the case of HE2E, source to destination retransmission
incurs significant energy consumption, while the other schemes
have minimal energy overhead, since either they are not involved in
retransmission, or are involved in hop-by-hop retransmission which
has minimal power overhead. The proposed router-logic protection
measures do not cause any significant increase in energy consump-
tion.

Even though our reliability measures provide a blanket of pro-
tection against both link and router logic errors, the protection is
limited to single-bit errors. Temporal multi-bit errors (i.e. two in-
dependent transient faults affecting the same flit at different times),
and spatial multi-bit errors (i.e. one fault causing two different er-
rors at different locations) are not tackled. However, the probability
of such events is still considered extremely low.

5. CONCLUSIONS
The rapidly increasing use of SoC architectures has accentu-

ated the need for efficient on-chip communication infrastructures.
Packet-based NoC architectures are currently the dominantchoice
to address the communication requirements of SoCs. The resource-
constrained nature of such networks differentiates them from tradi-
tional off-chip networks, and thus, needs precise and efficient anal-
ysis of their performance, fault-tolerance and energy behaviors. To
this end, we propose a queuing-theory-based analytical model for
2D mesh networks, which performs latency and power analysisat
the granularity of individual router sub-modules for increased ac-
curacy. Simulation results validate the correctness and accuracy of
the model for a generic 2-stage router. The model is then usedto
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Figure 9: Simulation Results

demonstrate it’s effectiveness in analyzing a novel path-sensitive
router architecture that can minimize average packet latency by in-
telligent path selection and reduced switching activities. Further-
more, the analytic model is used in quantifying the overall power
consumption by capturing the utilization of different components
and their corresponding energy consumption.

The study then focuses on the fault-tolerance aspects of on-chip
interconnects by analyzing two types of faults: link errorsand
router logic errors. We explore five types of retransmissiontech-
niques to combat link errors and conclude that by providing asep-
arate error coding technique for the header flits, the packetmis-
routing probability is significantly reduced, thereby providing bet-
ter fault-tolerance. We then extend our analytical model toevalu-
ate the network under the End-to-End (E2E) protection scheme to
demonstrate the utility of the model in analyzing all three parame-
ters: performance, energy and fault-tolerance. We additionally pro-
pose a series of transient fault protection techniques to tackle soft
errors within the router’s individual components. Our safeguards
are shown to incur no significant area, latency, or power overhead
to the network.
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